
                   

 

Study this example: 

Tom is a football fan   and there is a football match on television this evening.  

The match begins at 7:30 and ends at 9:15 . Ann wants to come and see Tom this evening and 

wants to know what time to come.  

Ann:Is it all right if I come at about 8:30 ? 

Tom : No, don’t come then . I will be watching the match on television . 

Ann : Oh, well , what about 9:30? 

Tom: That’s will be fine.The match will have finished by then . 

 

Future continuous  

 

 

Future Perfect  

 

Usage 

 

Will + be + ing  

 

* To ask about people’s plans especially when 

we want someone to do something. 

Eg: Will you be passing the post office when 

you go out ?- Yes,why?  

 

*We can use will be doing to talk about 

things which are already planned or decided? 

Eg:    I will be going  

To the city centre   later. Can I get you 

anything? 

Examples  

-You will recognise her when you see her , 

she will be wearing a yellow hat .  

 

-This time next week, I ‘ll be on holiday . I 

will probably be lying on a beautiful beach . 

 

- At 10 o’clock tomorrow , he will be working 

. 

 

 

Usage 

 

Will+ have +past participle 

 

* We use it to say that something will 

already have happened before a certain time 

in the future . 

*Tom’s football match ends at 9:15 so after 

this time at 9:30 the match will have 

finished .   

 

Examples :  

Next year is Ted and Anny’s 25th wedding 

anniversary . 

They will have been married for 25 years .  

 

Now they have been married for 24 years . 

 

- We are late . I expect the film will 

have already started by the time we 

get to the cinema . 

 



   

1-Complete the sentences with future perfect or future continuous : 

1- My driving test is on 3 March .( have )  

By April I ………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- My brother is starting work on 5 September. ( start) 

In September ……………………………………………………………………………….. 

3- They are moving house on the 15 February ( move )  

By March We…………………………………………………………………. 

4- Our plane lands in New York at 10 o’clock . ( land )  

At 10 o’clock ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- We are going on holiday on 2 August .( go )  

In August ………………………………………………………………………….. 

6- My exams are in May . ( finish )  

By June I …………………………………………………………………………… 

7- My sister is getting married in October . ( get married )  

By November ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Complete the sentences with the future perfect or future continuous form of the verbs in 

brackets :  

1- I …………………………………… (read ) book by the end of the week .  

2- We always have dinner at 8 o’clock , so we ………………………………(finish) if you come round at 9 o’clock . 

3- My cousins …………………………………( sit )on the plane to Australia this time tomorrow .  

4- You ‘ll recognize her because she ………………………………………………(wear ) a bright yellow hoody . 

5- We ………………………………………( wait )for you when you arrive at the station . 

6- I hope he ……………………………………(find ) a job by the end of the month . 

Choose the correct alternative to complete the speech : 

1- By 2040 we   will be eating / will have eaten     only processed food . 

2- By 2030 the rainforests     will be disappearing / will have disappeared    and there won’t be 

enough oxygen for everyone .  

3- By the year 2100 many people    will be living / will have lived   on the moon .  



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4- By 2150 the last of the polar icecaps    will be melting / will have melted   completely . 

5- By 2175 the temperature on earth    will be rising / will have risen   to 40 °C all year round .  

6- By 2200 all marine life   will be dying / will have died .  

 

 

 

 

    

     

     

     

      

      

  

 

 

1- By 2035 Anne …………………………………university .  

2- In 2036 Anne …………………………………..around the world .  

3- By 2038 Anne ……………………………………..work .  

4- By 2030 Anne ……………………………………….a house .  

5- In 2031 Anne ……………………………………………..married .  

6- By 2034 Anne ……………………………………………..her first child.  

7- By 2037 Anne …………………………………………………………..two children .  

8- In 2055 Ann ………………………………………………………………from work .  

Look at this timetable for the hotel on the moon then complete the sentences with the future 

perfect or the future continuous : 

1- Start to build the hotel               Jan 2030 

2- Look for the staff to work at the hotel   Jan –Jul 2032 

 
 



3- Start to advertise the hotel     from Aug2032 

4- Finish building the hotel      Dec 2032 

5- Train staff       Jan –Jul 2033 

6- Welcome first guests for one-month holiday  Aug2033 

1- In July 2030 , Maxicom ……………………….(build )the hotel . 

2- In March 2033 , they ………………………(build )the hotel . 

3- In June 2032, they ……………………………….(look )for staff to work in the hotel . 

4- In June 2033 , they ………………………………….(train ) the staff.  

5- From August 2032, they …………………………………………( advertise ) the hotel . 

6- By August 2033 , they …………………………………………..(train ) the staff . 

7- In August 2033 , the first guests ………………………………….( stay ) at the hotel . 

8- By November 2033 , the first guests ………………………………………( finish ) their holiday .  

Complete the text about Joel’s future . Use the future perfect and the future continuous : 

  Do  –  drive  –  earn  –  find  -  not get married  –  have  –  leave  –  not live -  share 

 

In five year’s time , I ....................................school . I ……………………………………a computing course and I 

………………………………………………..a job in IT. Maybe I …………………………………….a lot of money in my job . If I am 

, I ……………………………………….an expensive car !I ………………………………………with my parents . Perhaps I 

……………………………………………a flat with some friends . I hope that I …………………………………………..a fiancée-

but I ………………………………………….yet , Joel 17. 

Complete the text with the future perfect or the future continuous :  

By 2050 technology will have taken over our lives and there will be no reason for us to leave 

our houses . We ……………………………………..( do ) our shopping on the internet and instead of visiting 

friends we…………………………………………………... ( chat )to them via our webcams . Many people 

……………………………………... ( work ) from  home in the future too, so cars will be no longer necessary . 

As for our houses themselves , They ………………………………….(grow) in size to incorporate giant 

solar panels . People ………………………………………………( throw away ) their oven and kitchens utensils . in 

favor of a central  robot to organize the family meals .  

 In 2050 everybody …………………………………( go ) to exercise groups in their area to keep fit 

. The piece of beauty treatments ………………………………………..( fall ) considerably , so everybody 

………………………………………( look ) good !. 

  


